VERIFIED
MATCHING

SMART CONTRACT
AS A SERVICE

VALIDATION
AND ESCROW

Using A.I. recommendation
engine, get matched
with the most relevant
Development House

Use a state of the art no code
smart contract solution to
create agreements between
two parties

Get code and deliverables
validated by experts with
funds and code stored in
escrow until approval

Verified Matching Service
TECHT Verifies Development Houses based on several criteria including portfolio, references, ISO
standards, credit rating and operational efficiency.
The framework is below:
Verification Levels
Bronze Verified
Option A:

Silver Verified
Option B:

Silver Verified
Option A:

Gold Verified
Option B:

Gold Verified
Option C:

Gold Verified

Client Reviews

Client Review Score

Credit Report

Legal Status

1+ verified review

No minimum review score
required

N/A

Active and legally registered
business entity

5+ verified reviews

Average of 4.0 or higher

Very Low Risk / Low Risk

Active and legally registered
business entity

15+ verified reviews

Average of 4.8 or higher

10+ verified reviews

Average of 4.5 or higher

Very Low Risk

Active and legally registered
business entity

20+ verified reviews

Average of 4.8 or higher

Low Risk

Active and legally registered
business entity

25+ verified reviews

Average of 4.8 or higher

Moderate Risk

with no negative information found

Moderate Risk

with no negative information found

Active and legally registered
business entity

Active and legally registered
business entity

Utilising an A.I. a recommender engine, based on your requirements such as budget, type of organisation, TECHT will
recommend relevant development agencies as well as a TECHT mentor getting in touch to discuss your shortlist for a
personalised touch.
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Smart Contract as a Service
TECHT will develop a smart contract to facilitate the agreement between two parties. Deliverables
and milestones are added into the contract along with validators. Validators can review deliverables
on whether it meets the requirements specification.
The Smart Contract is enforceable under the framework proposed here by LawTech UK to further
manage any potential disputes between parties to get a fair result.
Smart Contracts are built run on the Etherum blockchain and are written in Solidity.
The following type of Smart Contracts are.
• ERC-20 token contracts
• ERC-721 Smart Contracts
Smart Contracts are:
• Secure: They use cryptography to stop people altering records.
• Transparent: Everyone can see on the blockchain what the smart contract is and what it’s
being used for.
• Autonomous: They work automatically, so you’re not having to wait for someone to push a
button.
• Accurate: Because smart contracts are written in code, they don’t rely on the grey areas of a
language and what words mean.

Software Validation & Escrow
TECHT will validate code and software delivery alongside expert partners ‘techUK’ who have been
in industry for 30+ years. Software validation takes place that clients can be satisfied that the code
delivered to them is an acceptable standard and is fit for purpose.
Software code and funds can be held in escrow until all parties are satisfied with the arrangement.
Validation services include validation whether the code:
Is accessible

Results of user acceptance testing

Is readable
Are virus-free

Is encrypted and associated encryption
keys/passwords are correct

Licence compliance
management analysis

Code maintainability, sustainability,
security and performance
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Enterprise Grade
Designed with ‘enterprise’ in its DNA to meet the most rigorous requirements for scalable,
production ready networks.
Enterprise Quality Comes Standard
Build enterprise ready networks on the most proven platform with built-in HA/DR and automatic
failover, performance, secure network isolation, environment metric dashboard, SLAs and
dedicated 24×7 support available.
Don’t Like Sharing?
Our Dedicated Consortium Offering provides a hardened compute stack with custom security
control and isolated tenancy completely devoted to just your private permissioned business
network.

Packages

Free

Search Verified Listings
Launch Request for scope
estimate
Download report with platform
scope and recommended
agencies
Talk with a TECHT mentor on
requirements and preferred
development houses
Create a project listing to be
reviewed and approached
directly by relevant
development houses.

Smart Contract
As A Service

Personalised matching service
with a dedicated Account
Manager

Software Validation
+ Escrow

Software Validation including
assessing whether the
deliverable:
Is accessible

Create Smart Contract with
milestones, deliverables and
dispute management service
Add validators
(internal / external)
Unlimited
milestones / validators

Is readable
Are virus-free
Is encrypted and associated
encryption keys/passwords
are correct
User Acceptance Testing
Escrow cost is £1,000 set
up + 2% of amount held in
escrow (optional)
£300 per milestone

£259.99
per month

£299.99

per month + number of
milestones + escrow service

LAUNCH REQUEST
Launch Request to get recommended to relevant development agencies,
estimate product scope and download a free report on your requirements.
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